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*Also find our ACT online course at learn.tutorted.com*   The companion book to Tutor Ted's Guide

to the ACT, this book features three practice tests designed to prepare students for todayâ€™s ACT.

When students have the knowledge and strategy of the testâ€”and then put those aspects into

practiceâ€”there is no limit to how much they can improve their scores.    The ACT has been

tweaked in several ways over the past several years. Our book reflects those changes so that

students who use our tests are practicing with the best, most realistic practice ACTs available for

sale.   Here is whatâ€™s included in this book:  Three complete practice tests that reflect today's

ACT    Changes to the Writing, Reading, Math, and Science are all reflected in these realistic

practice ACTs. Only the most realistic practice exams will help students get to the test as prepared

as they possibly can be.   Clear, practical solutions for all 645 questions    Donâ€™t have a private

tutor? Now you do. Tutor Ted offers a clear written explanationâ€”just like we share with our tutoring

studentsâ€”for every problem in this book.   Practice prompts for the Enhanced Writing section   

Write essays on prompts that reflect the 2015 revision to the ACT Writing Test.   Double reading

passages    Just like what you will see on the real ACT!   Tutor Ted: Non-boring ACT Prep Since

2000
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Ted Dorsey (the original Tutor Ted) has been tutoring students for the SAT and ACT since 2000. He

is a graduate of Princeton (A.B., English) and UCLA (M.A., Education). Ted earned a perfect score



on the SAT (1600) and PSAT (240) in high school. Since then, he has earned perfect scores on the

ACT (36), SAT Subject Test in Literature (800), and SAT Subject Test in Math Level 2 (800).  He is

the founder of Tutor Ted, Inc., the author of four test prep books, and proud father to two cats, TK

and Max.

I'm a student who has already taken a few real ACTs before purchasing this book. The English

section of the tests in these books contain a lot of grammatical errors (ones that are not part of the

multiple choice questions to change). I had to frequently pause the time and look to the back of the

book for the real answer to make sure I wasn't going crazy. It was really frustrating. The watermark

behind the practice tests are also pretty distracting. The essays they used for the English section did

not represent the real ACT well. It was written poorly and without being proofread. The questions

also lacked variety as almost every other one was "which is least applicable." I don't think the

difficulty of these practice tests accurately matches that of the actual college board tests. Although I

did appreciate their explanation for each question at the end of the test. If you're just looking to

practice time management or get a very general overview of it this might do, but you would probably

be better off using past versions of the real test. If you're looking for a study guide though, I do like

their book on study tips for the act.

Good book as a tutor for the ACT.

Got this for my brother who's a senior and he said some of the passages for the reading and

English they're going over in school for act prep. I'm an English teacher for high school as well-

highly recommendsd

Tutor Ted has done it again! This companion to the "Guide to the ACT," gives you a real taste of

what the test will be like. The practice tests are just the right length, detailed and helpful in practicing

for the real deal.

Wow what difference a few days of review does!! Our junior's ACT was better than >99%! And she

did reviews without much parental prompting. HIGHLY recommended.

Anyone taking (or preparing to take) the ACT knows he or she needs to take practice tests. Tutor

Ted's practice tests are realistic and a good supplement to the available "real" ACTs.



Totally fulfills the Tutor Ted promise of "non-boring test prep." Each of the three practice tests

provides a answer key that goes above and beyond, giving memorable strategies for solving similar

questions. The guide is written in a funny, personable tone that is authoritative but approachable.

Makes a great partner with Tutor Ted's Guide to the ACT.

I love this book. Perfect companion for "Tutor Ted's Guide to the ACT". Goes through strategies and

helpful hints of test taking . The questions are clear and concise and easy to read. I like the levity of

this book as this ACT topic can be a bit overwhelming for a student. Ted has almost made it "fun" to

take tests.
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